
I am a Teacher to 40 children in a Grade 3 classroom in Dharavi, Mumbai. Dharavi 
is a massive low-income/poor community in Mumbai where nearly a million people live 
and work. Almost all children of my class live in this community and get free education 
at the Municipal school I teach in. As per statistics, most of the children would drop out 
of school before they reach Grade 5 due to various reasons and that is the sad reality in 
these low income group communities. The boys will find some work while the girls stay 
at home, waiting for marriage. Hailing from a really low income family, I was raised by 
my single mother on a meager income (USD 5 per month as a nurse). But, she was deter-
mined to send my brother and I to school and that changed our lives. Finishing school and 
college broke the cycle of poverty in my life and gave me opportunities that I would have 
never otherwise gotten. When I was working at Schlumberger, I kept thinking about the 
millions of children in India who want to study but either don’t have the finances or are 
in schools where almost no teaching/learning happens. 

Being inspired by the children I met at volunteering stints with the UN, I decided to 
become a full time teacher through Teach For India. In the classroom I bring Technol-
ogy to accelerate learning. 35/40 kids in my class are 2 grade levels behind and if we let 
it be, they will soon drop out of school. So, I try every possible tool out there to ensure 
they enjoy learning and get the exposure to technology at this age so that they grow up 
with a mindset that learning can be fun. Some of the tools I have used in the classroom: 
Laptops, Projectors, Nintendo Wii games, Kindle, iPad. The iPad came as a donation and 
it has been very useful in the classroom, though it is very hard to let every child use it. 
During a lesson planning for a Science lesson on human body, I remembered the iMuscle 
App I had bought out of my personal interest – I am a long distance runner (finished 4 
full marathons) and a long distance cyclist and this app has been useful in understanding 
running related pain (ITBS for eg).

So, I started using the iMuscle app in class to show kids the human body in a way they 
had never seen before. Their learning leapfrogged (from a 13% mastery, they jumped to 
89% mastery in this topic in just two lessons using iMuscle) after I started using this app. 
Also, the PRO level apps you so kindly donated to us have been really helpful in teaching 
complex subject in am engaging way. Kids love touching and turning the virtual body and 
skeleton and I have never seen so much engagement levels in the classroom. When you 
see this in perspective - most kids come from a community that has so many challenges 
in terms of livelihood, hunger, abuse and so on - it is great that technology, delivered in a 
simple way can push learning to a new level.

I am so thankful to your team for putting together this fantastic app.

Srini Swaminathan
Teacher at a low income Government school
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